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through fundamental technological and social changes in Europe which have dramatically affected his occupation: 'All his life he had been a coachman. But then, when the human age for horses, the era when the equine race was involved with the human race, came to an end, he had become a driver'.
1
The driver's nightly alcohol-fuelled vigil at the bistro was, for Roth, 'possibly in melancholy tribute to these long-since-slaughtered beasts' 2 who had accompanied him on his routes through Paris.
The driver's outburst on the evolving nature of his employment incorporates a significant reflection on the role of horses and their relation to the modern world:
I know why the world is coming to grief, because I used to be a coachman. It's conscience -gentlemen -conscience has been eradicated. It's been replaced by authorization. It used to be that every man had his own conscience. And he behaved accordingly. Even my horses had a conscience. Nowadays, here's an example from my working life: You're perfectly entitled to run someone over, so long as he's not on a pedestrian crossing. [. . .] Horses are what I know, gentlemen! Every horse would hesitate when someone ran across the road in front of it. My taxi doesn't hesitate. My horses had a conscience. My car has authorization. That's where I see the distinction. In my day, when I was still a coachman, even a diplomat used to have a conscience. Today, now that I'm a driver, even a member of parliament only has powers. No more conscience in the world! No more horses! 3
Although this singular voice may initially appear to accord with the attitude to history that has seen Roth labelled 'the enemy of Modernity' 4 -a perception strongly shaped by the nineteenth-century world of Radetzkymarsch and the notion that the author embraced an idealised vision of the Austro-Hungarian Empire -the Parisian coachmen's experience of modernising changes in society was, in fact, like Roth's, more complex. As Nicholas
Papayanis explains, the coachmen of Paris largely 'accepted this technological transformation without protest. While in theory the introduction of the motor cab might have had a devastating effect on the occupation of coachmen, in reality the motorized vehicle accomplished for coachmen all that the horse-drawn cab had and in the process made the workday easier and more efficient'. 5 In 1896, with a growing number of motor vehicles planned for the streets of Paris, La Nature: Revue des sciences observed: 'Paris [...]
shall cease being a horse's hell: we can only applaud this humanitarian progress and wish all success to the first motor cab'. 6 Thus, by 1938 and the publication of 'Im Bistro nach Mitternacht', horse-drawn taxis in Paris constituted an increasingly anachronistic vestige of the pre-war past, and
Roth's coachman speaks more for the ideals Roth associated with the nineteenth century than for the specifics of labour, transport, and technology in the early twentieth century.
In contrast to the moral order of nature and conscience valued by the coachman, qualities perfectly embodied in Roth's article by the horse, as early as 1895 La Voie publique, an independent cab owners' publication, embraced the order and harmony of the new mechanised technology, noting that 'the horse can be easily frightened, vicious, sick, hungry, thirsty or very tired; it can strike out or make a very sudden movement capable of causing an accident'. 7 On this view, technology, or authorization, controlled and regulated such unpredictable natural outbursts.
Roth's journalistic attention to the horse is not, then, simply a lament for an age gone by. Rather, it marks a combination of reflection on the urban landscape of the present and an exploration of the moral concerns of the past. The horse's changing role, and its perceived passing from quotidian history, affords Roth, both here and in Radetzkymarsch, a characteristically nineteenth-century subject as a means of interrogating historical development. Likewise, in its rich delineation of the Austro-Hungarian Empire and its portrayal of successive generations of the Trotta family, Radetzkymarsch devotes extensive attention to horses, frequently representing them symbolically and emphasising their important place in human cultural and economic exchanges, but also reiterating their materiality and corporeality, thereby foregrounding equine rhythms as a counterpoint to the emerging cadences of modernity. As will be examined in detail below, in Radetzkymarsch
Roth employs the horse as a figure for evoking the sensorial qualities of the past in relation to nature and place, but also as a powerful residual symbol of diverse traditions that underscores the rapidly changing politics, society and culture of empire during the reign of Emperor Franz Joseph I.
As Gina M. Dorré points out, in the nineteenth century 'the horse emerged as an accessible and evocative signifier of the losses, crimes, and crises of humanity, in which the sin of modernization in the cultural imagination was nature, both human and animal, deformed by the preferences of the amoral, industrial, economic machine'. 8 In his daily contact with urban modernity through his journalism, 12 Returned from this scene of equine obliteration, Tarabas finds compassion in the luminosity of the animal gaze:
Only the horses had really welcomed Tarabas. He felt how much he loved them. He stroked the shining chestnut bodies, hot after the drive, laid his forehead against each one's forehead, inhaled the vapour from their nostrils and felt the good coolness of their leathern skin. All the love in the world seemed to him to shine out of their large eyes. 13 The idea of modernity constituting a sense of loss connected to the decline of human contact with the animal world has been influential. John Berger's 'Why Look at Animals', in About Looking (1980), echoes Roth's view of the end of the era 'when the equine race was involved with the human race' 14 and scrutinises a modernity founded on the separation of man and animals owing to industrial capitalism, a process 'by which every tradition which has previously mediated between man and nature was broken. to see its eyes. They were big in the dark and amber yellow. They were damp, as though filled with sadness, but still reluctant to cry'. 17 Later, on losing both economic security and the companionship of the animal to the resurgent capitalism of the post-war 1920s,
Andreas watches the departure of the now spiritualised and anthropomorphic animal: 'the dear beast, the warm lovely creature. Its eyes had been golden brown, and inside its gray body dwelt a human soul'. 18 What may seem a sentimental moment also operates as critique, with the removal of the animal symbolising an uncertain transition from old to new: the donkey, the classic beast of burden, has no place in the new realm of mechanised capitalism. It will not be replaced by one of its own kind. Roth's Die Rebellion strongly ironizes Andreas Pum's attachment to animals by reiterating his simplicity and political naivety in the context of the emerging political and economic forces of the post-war world, and Roth's work ultimately offers a Janus-faced gaze that regards horses both emotively and as a focal point for scrutinising changing political, social and cultural landscapes. Radetzkymarsch illustrates this method by first drawing conventional attention to 'the bony mares in harness' that 'clattered from the station to the hotel, from the hotel to the border and back into the little town'. 25 However, there is a concurrent contrasting of the splendour of horses at the centre of imperial history and those engaged in the routine labour of the borderlands of empire. This contrast is at its most marked when Roth renders the spectacle of the imperial cavalry and the martial spirit of the empire alongside a corresponding portrait of the unsung labour of anonymous beasts:
Twice a week, the regiment rode through the streets of the little town. The metallic blare of the trumpets interrupted, at regular intervals, the regular clatter of the horses' hooves, and the red trousers of the riders on the sleek, chestnut bodies of their mounts filled the town with a kind of sanguinary splendour. People stopped by the roadside to watch. The shopkeepers left their shops, the idle patrons of the cafés left their tables, the town policemen their regular posts, and the peasants, who had come from their villages to the marketplace with fresh vegetables, their horses and carts. Only the drivers of the few cabs that waited near the town park remained seated impassively on their boxes. From their elevation, they had an even better view of the spectacle than the people standing by the roadside. And the old horses seemed to greet the dazzling arrival of their younger and healthier fellows with dull equanimity. The cavalry steeds were distant cousins of those drab nags who, for fifteen years, had done nothing but pull cabs to the station and back. (1859), an act which leaves him both ennobled for his services to the Emperor, and feeling 'cut adrift from the long line of his peasant forebears' (8) . 27 Roth charts the fortunes of the Trottas in relation to their varying proximity and distance from Vienna and the borderlands of the empire, and by the time the novel explores the life of the grandson, In the midst of this world, horses are living embodiments of an historical and natural constant, something that becomes especially pointed to Demant before the duel which will end his life: 'the bells rang out bravely, the chestnut horses lifted their cropped tails and dropped large, yellow steaming balls of dung on to the snow. Suddenly, the regimental doctor, who had been indifferent to animals all his life, felt nostalgia for his mount. It will outlive me! He thought' (117).
33
A number of elements in the novel, such as the rescuing of Emperor Franz
Joseph's portrait from a brothel, symbolise 'an historical process', 34 and horses are significant here as emblematic sites where the changes wrought by history can be observed.
For example, in the borderlands of the empire, concomitantly a site of both the agrarian past and of the political forces that will forge the future breakup of the empire, the appearance of the Cossacks foregrounds a harmony between man and beast that is a mark Winter came. When the regiment rode out in the mornings, the world was still in darkness.
Thin ice crusts on the roads splintered under the horses' hooves. Clouds of grey vapour spilled out of the muzzles of the animals and the mouths of the riders. (97) 41 On such mornings, 'The officers of the dragoon regiment were waiting for some extraordinary event to interrupt the monotony of their days' (97). 42 The narrator then foregrounds an historical process unreadable to the dragoons, but repeatedly signposted by the novel's temporal awareness: 'At the time none of them was able to hear the machinery of the great hidden mills that were already beginning to grind out the Great War' (98). 43 Such machinery of war, poised to enter the frontier garden of the AustroHungarian Empire, where the winter air fraternally mingles the breath of horse and rider, will splinter this bucolic vision of man and animal, just as the narrator's historical foreshadowing fragments the realist aesthetic of cavalry manoeuvres at daybreak.
Carl Joseph's development is intertwined throughout with the two 'pillars of empire', namely 'the bureaucracy and the military'. 44 However, just as important is the distinction between the infantry and the cavalry. This stance against the twisting of the historical record and the marshalling of equine nobility for patriotic propaganda exists alongside Joseph's subsequent departure from the army to become 'a little Slovenian peasant' who 'saddled and bridled his chestnut horses himself' (14) . 56 Further, physical traits and behavioural characteristics betray an equine association that has passed hereditarily to his son, Franz, who 'sat upright at the (38) . 58 Importantly, though, the ostensible turn-of-the-century splendour of the cavalry merits closer scrutiny, and Carl Joseph is aware that he himself is 'cut such a wretched figure on horseback' (70), 59 with such external evidence confirmed by his internal sensations: 'Sometimes he thought he felt the blood of his ancestors in his veins: they had been no horsemen' (65). In this dialogue we see a struggle between two camps: the traditional, embodied by Wagner, who is desperate to place value on the horse (and whose sense of tradition prevents him from taking it as a gift), and Carl Joseph, the modern, who sees the equine and its rich heritage of imperial symbolism as effectively worthless. Even when the two come up with the stratagem of selling the horse to Chojnicki so that Carl Joseph can loan Wagner the proceeds, it is difficult to claim the horse has real value: the transaction that takes place is a phantom one with no real exchange -Chojnicki, for whom 'money is nothing' (200), 65 pays Carl Joseph but immediately loans him the horse for another year. Yet, Roth does not suggest that money is a more meaningful symbol than the equine. That Wagner should immediately lose the money thus gained, which in turn leads Carl Joseph to begin his illfated gambling, leaves the reader in little doubt that money too is an arbitrary sign whose value and accrual are down to little more than chance. The decline of equine symbolism may mirror the decline of the empire, but for Roth, there appears to be no easy substitute for it, confronting the modern everyman, Carl Joseph, with a vacuum. The Emperor's lack of a grip on the reality of the modern world is brought into sharp focus later in this scene when the Emperor meets Carl Joseph. After the equestrian spectacle that precedes him, the Emperor reviews his troops on foot and is introduced to Carl Joseph, who has only recently recovered from injuries sustained in a disreputable attack on striking workers: 
